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Executive Summary

Online and mobile appointment scheduling is being integrated as an anchor for a wide range of SMB closed loop marketing and back office activities. Many scheduling solutions, for instance, are incorporating cloud-based email, point of sale processing and billing. Scheduling is also effectively applied for deals and offers.

Part of scheduling’s potential lies in the fact that it provides businesses with so much intelligence. Businesses that utilize and track scheduled appointments will know roughly what consumers are interested in, how much they will spend, when they have appointments and where they will be.

Scheduling’s development is also driven by the widespread use of mobile tablet and smartphone apps. These are frequently accessed throughout the day; are geo-based; and may provide reminders, smart actions, push notifications and profiles. The trend toward mobile scheduling will become even more pronounced if wearables like the Apple Watch catch on, given their heavy orientation toward notifications.

Which types of scheduling platforms, and which specific companies will ultimately win in the marketplace, is less clear. More than 75 scheduling programs currently compete for a potential marketplace of 2.6 million SMBs. These include vertically integrated SMB marketing players that provide a wide range of services, such as Intuit and Square; horizontal SaaS scheduling providers, such as Booker and Agendize; and vertical subject specialists, such as MindBody.

Just 16.6 percent of SMBs currently use an online scheduling program, according to BIA/Kelsey’s Local Commerce Monitor Survey (Wave 18). No scheduling program has taken more than a 5 percent share. Consequently, scheduling remains a greenfield opportunity.
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